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‘The snowdrop and primrose our woodlands adorn, 

and violets bathe in the wet o’ the morn’   Robert Burns 

 

 

Spring 2023 

 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

At this time of year as I gear up to provide tours at the RBGE, focusing on      

snowdrops and spring interest plants, I have to acknowledge that I have become 

somewhat obsessed with these delicate flowers.  I am not a fully- fledged galanthophile – so not yet on my knees 

looking at the details of leaves, segments and spathes, but nevertheless, the stories around these wee gems do 

intrigue me and I enjoy sharing this enthusiastic interest with others who join me on these tours.  I am wondering 

if our members gardens are also celebrating the approach of spring with the appearance of snowdrops.  

Our on-line meeting in January was well attended – I was pleased to welcome a few new faces to the group – Julie 

Young from Cruickshank Botanic Garden, University of Aberdeen and Beth Winkley from Swansea Botanic Garden. 

We agreed to hold our first formal AGM on Thursday, 23
rd

 March at 16.00. We also agreed to introduce a         

subscription to cover the costs of the website and domain name. Small steps but hopefully, this will set a structure 

in place to ensure the future sustainability of the Forum.  

Following our meeting in September last year at which Leicester expressed a need to explore the use of social   

media by Friends’ groups, Gay Dent kindly drew up a comprehensive questionnaire which was circulated at the 

beginning of the year. It has been met with a good response – and the feedback will be distributed to members 

once complete. Any group which has not yet completed the questionnaire, here is a gentle nudge!  

I continue to maintain contact with BGCI and Plant Network. I was sorry to see our contact    Rebecca Slack at 

Plant Network stand down as Manager.  She was enormously supportive of the Forum and was keen to work with 

us in planning another webinar or live meeting.  I look forward to working with her successor.  

I was able to pay a visit to Glasgow Botanic Garden earlier this month. Brian, the Chair of the Friends of Glasgow 

Botanic Garden, and Jane Butterworth, a member of their Committee gave me a tour of the wonderful 19
th

 century 

glasshouse, the Kibble Palace – a place of peace and tranquillity amongst the giant tree ferns.   

I look forward to visiting other members’ gardens in the forthcoming year – Dundee and St Andrews are on my list 

– local but not visited since pre-Covid – I look forward to catching up on developments and friends’ activities at 

these gardens. 

Once again, many thanks to all the contributors to this Spring issue of the Forum newsletter. I am certainly looking 

forward to seeing Emma’s Quadrangle garden at the Swansea Botanic Garden featuring later in the year as we see 

her plans coming to fruition.   

Enjoy your spring – and see you at our AGM in March. 

 

Best wishes 

 

Shiona 

 

Front and back page photos—Thwaite Botanic Garden. Lindsey Atkinson 

Snowdrops—Galanthus plicatus ‘Colossus’ RBGE.  Shiona Mackie 
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Swansea Botanical Gardens 

Introducing Beth Winkley, Chair 

 

I joined the Friends of Swansea Botanical Gardens in 
2015 after a career in the fields of resource efficiency,           
regeneration and education in the private, public and   
voluntary sectors. An Environmental Science graduate 
from Aberystwyth University, I have maintained my       
interest in the natural environment and sustainability 
throughout my career. I was elected Chair of the 
Friends in 2021 after having served on the Committee 
for 4 years as the Plant Buyer and Stock Manager for 
the Plant Shop. As Chair my focus has been on         
reducing the environmental impact of the Plant Shop’s 
activities and encouraging the Botanical Gardens to 
move to more sustainable perennial planting schemes. I 
am a keen gardener; I manage my woodland garden to 
support   wildlife and to enjoy outdoor living. When it’s 
too wet or cold for alfresco dining my other obsession 
is sewing and one day I will work through my extensive 
stash of fabrics. 

Redesigning the Quadrangle 
 
The Quadrangle is the central feature of Swansea’s Botanical Gardens, popular with visitors and provides a peace-

ful place to sit and contemplate as it is lined with memorial benches. In years 
gone by the Local Authority ran its own nursery propagating all the plants for 
the bedding schemes. These days the annuals are bought in and twice a year 
ripped out to refresh the schemes. This now is proving to be too costly, labour 
intensive and difficult to justify on sustainability grounds.  
 
The Friends of Swansea Botanical Gardens held discussions with the Parks   
Department in December 2021, regarding moving to a more sustainable     
perennial planting scheme. It was agreed that after the spring bedding 
scheme was lifted, we would start the process which entailed eradicating the 
invasive oxalis which had found its way into every bed. We knew this would be 
controversial as the beds would need to lie fallow for the year. We              
commissioned blacksmith Eifion Thomas from Pembrokeshire to create a 
sculpture trail to provide interest for our visitors. 
 
The Parks Department appointed a new gardener Emma Sampson in the     
summer and she was asked to design the new planting scheme with support 
from her colleagues and the Friends. 
 
 
 
 

 
This is Emma’s account: 
 
‘It has been a real privilege to be asked to design a planting scheme for these beds. I am pleased with the design 
and hope some of the classic elements will endure for many years. I also appreciate that a garden should evolve 
and reflect current thinking with regard to design, a changing climate and benefits for wildlife and community. 
With the new garden design, I was very much aware that this garden is very important for the local community, 
particularly the   retired and young families who frequently visit the garden so I wanted to incorporate elements 
which would appeal to both of these groups. I have tried to include different components which will appeal to   
different tastes and also include a formal repetitive foundation through the middle of the garden.  
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Bed 12 will have a large white wisteria arch with roses 
and mixed perennials - soft romantic cottage garden 
style planting. The roses will then carry on through the 
small central beds with a standard wisteria centrally and 
box balls in the corners providing winter interest.  
 
In drought conditions plants produce less nectar so it is 
more important than ever to provide for pollinators, with 
more drought conditions predicted.  Single dahlias and 
single roses will be incorporated across the garden plan. 
Bed 6 is designed with pollinators in mind with the aim 
of providing nectar sources all through the seasons and 
many different flower types for different species of  
pollinators. 
 
 
 
Two of the new mixed beds will have a more naturalistic feel, bed 4 will have repeated drift planting in calm        
colours inspired by Piet Oudolf and bed no 20 will have a prairie style planting incorporating many Rudbeckia   
varieties which are a valuable plant for wildlife and also have a very long flowering season. By leaving structural 
grasses and architectural seed heads through the winter, valuable late season food and habitat is provided for 
overwintering insects and birds and will look attractive left though the winter with the low light and frost. 
 
I appreciate that not everyone likes a naturalistic style of garden design and wanted to show a range of styles. Bed 
22, the red bed, is inspired by the red bed at Hidcote Manor garden and will have a bold colourful style of planting. 
Cannas, pelargoniums, dahlias and begonias will be incorporated which have been seen in the garden for many 
years. This bed will have planting elements which will relate to the tropical style planting adjacent in beds 37-40. 
 
With the planting brief aiming to be new and exciting I wanted to push the boundaries with the arid bed 2. I hope 
this bed will be slightly raised with attractive rocks edging and added onto the surface. The soil will also need to 
have grit and sand incorporated to make it as free draining as possible. The plants chosen for this bed have       
fantastic architectural and structural presence. Succulents and Agaves from the greenhouse collections can be   
added for the summer season. 
 
 

 
 
The formal plant collections have a link to the site’s past and are important to keep for this reason. Some of the    
existing collections I think may be enhanced with some ‘companion planting’ to reduce the need for visible 
staking and to have a naturalistic feel with less formal lines. I hope these combinations will also give the   
visiting public ideas of plant associations that could be used in their gardens and outdoor spaces. Some of 
the companion plants will be repeated in other beds to provide a sense of unity. Eryngiums and Agapanthus, 
Japanese anemone, Salvia, Euphorbia, Osteospermum and Argyranthemum, Hollyhock and Alcalthea will form the 
new collections.  
 
 
With the new garden design perennials have been       
chosen to replace the annually purchased bedding as 
this is a better option for the environment. Annual     
bedding uses a huge amount of water and artificial     
fertiliser as well as a large amount of non-recyclable 
black plastic. By choosing to garden with perennials, the 
season of interest can often be extended, particularly as 
warm weather tends to continue for longer and with the 
first frost later, salvias can continue to flower through 
the   winter. There will be many salvias incorporated into 
the new planting plan as well as a collection in the     
serpentine beds and bed 18. Salvia elegans Tangerine 
and Scarlet Pineapple also have edible flowers. 
 

Emma’s plan for the Quadrangle Garden 
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The aim with bed 3 is to extend the season utilising the existing collection 
of hardy chrysanthemums, these will be companion planted with            
Cerastigma plumbaginiodes which has fantastic autumn colour, and the 
blue flowers should    provide a pleasing contrast. Osteospermums and                   
Argyranthemums are popular at the moment - collections of both will be 
companion planted with Convulvulus sabations and Euphorbia myrisinites. 
 
 
 
Bed 21 will be a perennial ornamental edible bed planted in a formal       
potager style. With many people either having no garden or a very small 
outside space I want to give achievable ideas for people at home and how 
to make the most of the space. With the cost-of-living crisis I also wanted 
to showcase perennial vegetables and how these can be attractive in their 
own right and associate well with plants more commonly thought of as   
ornamental. It is also more sustainable and positive for environmental    
diversity to use perennial vegetables. This will be a no dig bed to improve 
soil health, set up with perennials and mulched. By using mixed plantings 
pests and diseases should be reduced.  
 
 
 
The COP 26s climate change conference in Glasgow stated that gardeners’ love of plants, wildlife and growing 
can help play an active role in helping to compensate for the effects of climate change and biodiversity loss. In 
2019 Swansea Council declared a climate emergency and has followed up with an action plan to reduce emissions 
and improve resilience - in recent years Swansea has experienced extreme storms, wild fires and flooding.       
Forecasts anticipate hotter, drier summers and milder, wetter winters. Gardens can have a great impact in carbon 

reduction and environmental enhancement.   Choosing plants which are 
tolerant of a range of conditions are particularly valuable when gardening 
in a changing climate and I have included many of these plants in the       
design. Thinking of wildlife and our impact on the environment is more 
important the ever and this is reflected in the design and planting lists. I 
hope that the design will be inspiring for the public visiting the garden 
and the next generation of gardeners. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Emma Sampson 
 
 
Photos: Emma Sampson 
             Beth Winkley 
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Glasgow Botanic Gardens 

 

 

A brief update on the comings and goings in       
Glasgow 

I think I previously mentioned the retiral of our    
Manager, Ewen Donaldson after 40+ years in the 
Gardens in 2022. The Curator, Andrew Sinclair was 
replaced and while he  was very much welcomed be 
all, there left a huge gap in the running of the      
Gardens. 

However, a new Curator has been appointed and he 
has now started work in the Botanic gardens.  He is 
Dr Hiro Shimai, he is from Japan, was a curator at 
Tokyo followed by a spell as a biological sciences 
teacher. He has a PhD from a English University in 
Biodiversity Management and is interested in carnivorous plants with his publications touching on the                  
relationships of the genus Pinguicula. We are now really excited about the future. 

 

 

As with all local authorities, funding is very tight, resulting in staff being shuffled around and our volunteer      
supervisor was moved to a new position outwith the Gardens. This created a headache for Andrew, for, without 
the volunteers we were unable to progress with many of the essential Garden upgrades and yet the volunteers 
were still available. 

Enter the Friends, or more specifically one of our tutors from the Certificate in Practical Horticulture Course. Lisa 
has been training some of our former students who are now well versed in the work of the Gardens to undertake 
the essential upgrade works and so an added benefit of the education work of the Friends. 

As I pen this we have committed ourselves to work with the University of Glasgow Science Festival in the Gardens, 
with interactive activities for the schoolchildren attending, being mainly primary aged  as part of the University 
STEM subject promotion. 

The last “Covid years“ have been very strange for the Friends with restrictions on practical work in the Gardens , 
the dreaded zoom necessity and the restricted social interaction which is an essential part of our work. 

It has however given us an opportunity to pause and rethink our priorities and an important part will be the     
survey we  are about to issue to our membership. Over the last 30+ years our activities have been along the same 
lines each year and yet the demands on the Friends have changed. New technology was hardly available to us, 
general environmental awareness by the public was at an early stage and financial changes and opportunities are 
very different.  Yet, we have an amazing resource with the Gardens, its collections and the staff and volunteer 
skills. So maybe we will update our way forward and continue to be an essential part of Glasgow Botanic Gardens. 

 

Brian Atkinson 

Photos: Shiona Mackie 
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University of Bristol Botanic Garden  

 

 

It is 20 years since the University decided to sell the land where the Botanic Garden was located and, after much 

negotiation, and with support from many influential parties, not least of which were the Friends, it was agreed to 

move the garden to a new site within the University campus where many of the students lived. It was a tremendous 

effort to move 100,000 plants and place them in the newly designed garden at The Holmes but now when we look 

around it seems as though we have been there forever.  

The pandemic did cause us the problem that many other small gardens had in that we could not open to the public 

with staff being kept to a minimum and whose main task was keeping the collections alive and no volunteers al-

lowed on site. But after everything slowly recovering in 2022 and with only being open during the weekdays in win-

ter we are looking forward to an uninterrupted year of visitors, tours and events.  

After a three year hiatus, and to celebrate the new season with the Botanic Garden fully open, we are delighted that 

we are once again able to hold the very popular Garden Sculpture Festival which takes place on the four days of 

the Easter weekend and showcases talented artists (mainly local) in the beautiful setting of the Botanic Garden. This 

has been a very well attended 

event for the past 10 years and 

we look forward to welcoming 

many new and returning visitors. 

The whole weekend is run by the 

Curator and staff of the Garden 

with the help of many volunteers. 

Every year we try to bring some-

thing new to this event and one 

aim of the Festival is to show 

sculpture in various media. As 

well as our talented regular art-

ists, we are pleased to introduce 

three new names to the festival: 

Toni Burrows with her mosaic 

images (see image),  Richard    

Bindon demonstrating sculpture 

in metal and Emily Gibbard who 

creates ceramic representations 

of womanhood. A number of  

artists are returning this year 

some of them providing     demonstrations throughout the weekend and with new creations including ceramics, 

mosaic, stained glass, ironwork, wire sculpting, willow weaving and wood turning. 

As well as providing a major recruitment opportunity, the Friends take part in the Festival with a fund-raising plant 

sale. We ask everyone to contribute as the Garden does not have the capacity to propagate plants for us and in 

previous years we have become a very popular attraction with queues waiting on the first morning to get the best 

bargains.  Thanks to our loyal volunteer team more plants appear over the weekend to ensure there are still some 

to buy by Monday. 

So we are looking forward to Easter and other major events such as the jazz concert and Bee and Pollination       

Festival as well as a busy summer of tours and visits.  

 

Pat Davie 

Photograph: Toni Burrows 
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Ness Botanic Gardens – 2023 heritage year 

 

2023 marks a very significant year in Ness Botanic Gardens’ heritage for two important reasons.  Firstly, on 25 

July, Ness turns 125 years old – the gardens were founded by plantsman Arthur Kilpin Bulley and we will        

celebrate his work and vision throughout the year.  The second important 

person in the gardens’ history is Arthur Bulley’s daughter, Agnes Lois Bulley, 

who bequeathed the gardens to the University of Liverpool in 1948 f         

ollowing her father's death in 1942, and so the 26 November marks the 75th 

anniversary of Ness as a University botanic garden. 

Our website gives a brief introduction to the history of Ness as: 

“Arthur Kilpin Bulley, one of the greatest sponsors of plant collectors in the 

twentieth century, not only laid the foundations of Ness Botanic Gardens but 

changed the face of British gardening. 

Born in 1861, Bulley developed an ardent fascination with plants,              

particularly the hardier varieties and Alpine species. In 1898, Bulley bought 

farmland in Ness which he would go on to develop into a house and        

gardens.                                                         

 

The house still exists to this day as Mickwell Brow and now houses office 

spaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1948, Agnes Lois or just Lois as she preferred to 

be called, daughter of Arthur Bulley gifted the entire 

site to the University of Liverpool, after Arthur 

passed away peacefully in 1942.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An early view of the gardens and 
the Bulley’s home, Mickwell Brow. 

Lois Bulley with Ken Hulme 

Arthur Kilpin Bulley 
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Ventnor Botanic Garden 

 

A long-standing and sharp-eyed Friend shared this photograph of an unusual bluebell she spotted on a visit to 

VBG in May.  Intrigued, I cast around for more information.  Our botanist advised that it is              Hyacinthoides 

non-scripta ‘bracteata’ the bracteate bluebell. It is a freak form of our native bluebell, with elongated leaf-like 

bracts between the flowers, which is occasionally found in 

wild populations of bluebells.  The flower is sterile but the 

bulb continues to produce bracteate flowers and it multiplies 

vegetatively.      Consultation between our present and previ-

ous       Curators revealed however that it came to Ventnor as 

a bought-in cultivar some years ago.  

An old university botany friend of mine filled in the picture 

by finding references to it being recorded by plant groups in 

Somerset in 2011 and Devon in 2012 and that it was exhibit-

ed by a nursery (Avon Plants) for the first time at the Malvern 

Spring Show in 2013. Best of all, she sent a clip of Carol Klein 

waxing lyrical in her inimitable way about it at that Show for 

Gardeners World.  In the recording, Carol describes the plant, 

which she had never seen before, as something ‘so special, 

unusual and graceful ….. the sort of thing to put into a secret 

corner of your garden and go there occasionally to com-

mune with it.’   

And thus it remains at Ventnor! One of the many      hidden 

treasures waiting to be discovered by the observant visitor to 

our Garden. 

Val Pitts 

Photograph: Audrey Greenleaf 

 

You can read a fuller history of Ness using the link: https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/media/livacuk/ness/
Ness,History,updated,version.pdf 
 
As part of the celebrations, we will offer various events for both Members and non-members to enjoy through the 

year – visitors can look forward to free guided walks giving the perfect introduction to the gardens, the seasonal 

highlights the gardens have to offer and its history.  We are planning a lecture covering the 125 year history of Ness 

Botanic Gardens as well as a summer flower show and we hope that visitors from near and far will take advantage of 

what’s on offer!  We will post information about events we are planning on our website’s ‘What’s On’ section – you 

will find further information and booking details as we release events here (it is also worth keeping a check on social 

media): https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/ness-gardens/whats-on/ 

Andrea Harman 

Photographs: Ness Botanic Garden 

https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/media/livacuk/ness/Ness,History,updated,version.pdf
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/media/livacuk/ness/Ness,History,updated,version.pdf
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/ness-gardens/whats-on/
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University of Dundee Botanic Garden 

 

The last six months have been quite quiet for the Friends of Dundee’s botanic garden. The University and Garden 

are finalising a strategic development plan covering the next 5 years, agreement for which should be reached in 

early spring. We hope to give a fuller picture of this development in the next Forum newsletter, but parts of the 

strategy are already bearing fruit: for the first time in many years, the Garden has a full complement of staff and PhD 

students, and activity is strong. 

In the meantime, the Friends have steadily modified their membership procedures to produce a simpler, more effec-

tive and more efficient experience. Membership cards are now preprinted and can be bought anonymously at Gar-

den reception.for immediate use. Purchasers are encouraged to register their cards for further communication, but 

it is not mandatory. This has eradicated postal costs and reduced the time required to administer memberships, and 

takes us steadily forward toward a full electronic experience. This also allows us to collect Gift Aid declarations elec-

tronically - a great improvement on our previous methods. 

Nevertheless, as well as our bi-annual online newsletter, we 
continue to provide print copies of the same, which is avail-
able to all visitors of the Garden free of charge at reception. 
A graphic designer is indispensable for this purpose and the 
results of their work can be found in our most recent news-
letter, available online at http://fudbg.blogspot.com/p/
public-documents.html . 

The Friends continue to engage with the external communi-

ty as part of the Garden experience and two events are par-

ticularly notable this year: our annual Walk-in-the-Dark for 

young children, which is a small, but well-received, compo-

nent of the Dundee West End Christmas fortnight; and our 

New Year fun run around the Garden on the 2nd of January 

- Spring into ‘23. This run was a popular standing event just 

before COVID hit, and this year’s run was the first since Jan-

uary 2020. Previous years had an attendance of around 150, 

and this year’s was around 80-90, but 150 had registered. 

The morning was frosty, but our paths had been treated and 

the run went ahead. It has become as much a social occa-

sion as a method of recovering from Christmas excesses! 

We hope to improve our weather/readiness communication 

for next year and get numbers on the day back to normal. 

The fun run can be as simple as a walk or something 

more serious: the fastest time for the 5km route (4 cir-

cuits) was around 15m 30s. 

We continue to provide monthly talks, which usually run 

from October through to April. These have covered diverse topics such as Plant Identifications Apps, Ancient pin-

ewoods of Scotland, the rewilding of Glen Feshie estate, and the 50th Anniversary of Dundee Botanic Garden. We 

will shortly introduce hybrid talks to allow for larger audiences - our physical space only allows for 25-30 at most. As 

some of you will appreciate, this is something that has to be done carefully with the full embrace of the necessary 

technology. It will also allow us to maintain a permanent record of most talks. 

 

Mark McGilchrist 

Photographs: Mark McGilchrist 

http://fudbg.blogspot.com/p/public-documents.html
http://fudbg.blogspot.com/p/public-documents.html
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National Botanic Garden of Wales Winter Bee Update  

 

We are fortunate within the Gardens that. due to the ongoing success of our beekeeping activities. we 

have been able to develop two apiary sites, (an apiary is any location where beehives are located). The 

main show apiary, within the walled garden, containing six hives, and a main apiary located at Bryn 

Crws, where there are sixteen hives. 

 

In late autumn, we successfully relocated the Bryn Crws 

apiary to a new location, which we have unofficially 

named Cae y Gwenyn, adjacent to the corporate           

entrance. This site was prepared by the hard working 

maintenance team during the late summer to re-home 

the apiary, due to the planned future development of 

Bryn Crws.  

 

During the relocation we took the opportunity to quickly 

inspect the colonies. This was to make sure they were 

healthy, happy and had enough food stored for them to 

survive the winter (bees can eat around 40-50 pounds of 

honey over winter). We added some additional food, in 

the form of sugar fondant, just to be sure, and let them 

settle down for the 

winter. 

 

 

In early January we carried out a very quick inspection to ensure 

the colonies were all ok and that the cold snap before Christmas 

had not caused any problems. The inspection showed that all of 

our hives had, so far, survived the winter and had taken a small 

amount of the fondant to supplement their honey stores.     Dur-

ing the warm spell in mid-January we were able to perform a more 

in depth inspection and we, myself and the volunteer group, were 

very delighted to see that all 22 colonies had not only survived the 

winter but seemed to be thriving and in a very strong position for 

the coming spring. 

Whilst we probably still have the worst of the winter to come in 

February. we are optimistic about the coming season and     look-

ing forward to developing the Cae y Gwenyn site further, once a 

permanent track is created and our large storage shed is relocated 

from Bryn Crws. 

It is hoped that once the track is in place we will be able to open the location to Garden visitors where 

they will get the opportunity to see bees in a more natural environment. It will also be a fabulous loca-

tion to host our Practical Beekeeping classes, planned for April, May and June and our Taster Days in 

June, July and August. 

Further update once spring arrives 

Martin & The Beekeeping Team 

Photographs: Martin and the Team. 

Old site at Bryn Crws 

New site at Cae y Gwenyn 
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More news from National Botanic Garden of Wales 

 

There have been a few recent articles on activities by volunteers at NBGW that I thought would be of wider     
interest, to members of the Forum.  

 

First, one about our very active conservation group, who have been monitoring many things, flora and fauna, for 
years. This is about their tree diaries: 

https://botanicgarden.wales/2023/01/a-botanic-garden-tree-diary/  

 

The second is about our Heritage Costume Group, who have repurposed fabrics to create period costumes to fit 
with our Regency landscape  

https://botanicgarden.wales/2022/11/reclaiming-the-past/  

 
Third is this, about our new history book, prepared by volunteers. 

 
Neuadd Middleton Hall Ei Hanes/ A History: this is the new bilingual book published in 2022 by the National    
Botanic Garden of Wales, on the complex history of our garden’s site on the historic Middleton Hall estate. It was 
prepared by the volunteers in the Regency History Team, edited by Sara Fox, with separate chapters researched 
and written by members of the group. As the preface explains, it outlines the history of some of the individuals 
and              organisations that have used their influence, wealth, authority, skills and expertise to leave a visible 
impact on the land over the past few hundred years. It also considers where and how that wealth that originally 
created the      historic features was generated, reminding us that wealth and privilege for some can come at a 
cost to others, and that ownership of land brings a responsibility to the communities that live and work on that 
land. The volunteers in the archive and history team have worked over many years to uncover this history, and 
produce a well-researched and beautifully illustrated book. Available from the Garden’s shop. See further details 
at https://botanicgarden.wales/product/new-book-middleton-hall-a-history/  

 

Margot Greer 

Photographs: NBGW 

 

https://botanicgarden.wales/2023/01/a-botanic-garden-tree-diary/
https://botanicgarden.wales/2022/11/reclaiming-the-past/
https://botanicgarden.wales/product/new-book-middleton-hall-a-history/
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Friends of Westonbirt Arboretum 

 

With the start of a new year, it’s time to reflect on the successes of the past year and look forward to the           

opportunities and challenges of 2023.  Firstly, the successes (in no particular order) as to how the Friends of    

Westonbirt Arboretum charity supported Westonbirt, The National Arboretum, through grant awarding: 

• Global Conservation Consortia Threatened Species post – part funding of this post to advance the work on 
site and globally 

• Trainee (student) Arborist Placement with the Tree Team 

• Coppice Apprentice - To provide a tools and training top-up to the salary of a Coppice Apprentice, who will 
be recruited through the Small Woodlands Association Apprentice Scheme and will work on the Westonbirt 
Coppice Restoration Project  

• PhD Student UWE - conducting research over four years we have provided part-funding of a UWE          
Partnership PhD on Evaluation of the risks to Lime tree health through monitoring, detection and           
microbiome analysis 

• Silk Wood Regeneration Project Manager – to oversee the community engagement and replanting of Silk 
Wood 

• Two new mobility scooters to replace two aging scooters and maintain the fleet of 8 scooters for the free 
use of visitors. 

• Off Road Mobility Scooter - for the volunteers and community groups to enable better access to all areas of 
the arboretum beyond the capability of the visitor fleet of mobility scooters 

• 7th Global Botanic Gardens Congress ‘Influence and Action: Botanic Gardens as Agents of Change’. 26–30 
September 2022 Melbourne Australia funding for the curator to attend with colleagues.  (see below) 

 

None of this would have been possible without the fantastic work 

of the FoWA team, who between them perform the vast array of 

tasks ranging from running the Westonbirt Shop, managing 

37,000 members, raising funds, managing the finances and    

working on a daily basis with the FE team.  All this under the    

leadership of Emma Griffiths, our new CEO. 

Alongside these activities, the wider Westonbirt Arboretum team 

celebrates 2022 success with: 

• 11 TV appearances including Gardeners World and            

programmes with Sarah Beeney and Pam Ayres 

• HRH The Prince of Wales planted a Monarch Birch as part 

of the Queens Canopy 

• The new Quarantine house became operational, providing 

us with opportunities for new species introductions. 

• The new Community shelter was opened to critical acclaim 

• One of the busiest years ever for family and school events. 

• Sensory walks, led by Visually Impaired guides have proved 

popular with our visitors and will be extended in 2023. 

• Westonbirt’s army of 280 volunteers are back to pre-covid levels 

 

Looking forward to 2023, we will be working closely with Forestry England to develop the site’s masterplan. This 

year will also see the introduction of Forestry England’s National Membership Scheme, and it remains to be seen 

to what extent that will affect our FoWA membership. 

Happy new year to all our colleagues in Friends Associations around the UK 

 

Martin Green 

Photograph: Forestry England 

Mark Ballard, Curator 
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Edinburgh Friends RBGE 

 

Experiencing Botanic Gardens in NSW 2022  

 

One of the Edinburgh Friends Committee Members, Jeannie Imrie, visited NSW last November.  While she 
was there, she and her husband visited five Botanic Gardens where she was able to meet up with Volun-
teers and Friends.  I thought Forum members might be interested in hearing about the support provided 
by Australian Friends to their respective gardens.  This is Part 1 of the journey – to be completed in the 
next issue.   

  

‘In 2017, I became a volunteer at the RBGE and soon after found myself on the Edinburgh Friends RBGE Commit-
tee. I had spent 32 years in Australia before returning to Scotland. In November 2022. my husband I undertook a 
long overdue trip to New South Wales in Australia, visiting friends and family – and it also presented an oppor-
tunity for us to visit several botanic gardens in the state;  to learn about how their Friends/Volunteers were organ-
ised; and gain some insight into the activities they supported. We contacted Friends or Volunteer Co-ordinators 
prior to our visits and therefore, we were able to meet up with representatives and learn about their involvement. 
During our three week trip we visited five gardens: 

 

 

 

The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney 

Australian Botanic Garden, Mt Annan 

National Australian Botanic Garden, Canberra 

National Arboretum, Canberra 

The Hunter Region Botanic Garden 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Royal Botanic Garden, Sydney occupies 30 hectares beside Sydney Opera House. The garden was established 
in 1816 and is the oldest botanic garden in Australia containing 
an outstanding collection of plants from around the world with a 
focus on Australia and the South Pacific. It also contains an im-
portant botanical collection vital for    education and research.  

 The Friends of the Botanic Gardens was established                 
approximately 40 years ago, but in 2012 was merged with The 
Royal Botanic Gardens Foundation. Today they have over 4,000 
members, and 350 volunteers across three botanic gardens - The 
Royal Botanic Garden Sydney, The Australian Botanic Garden Mt 
Annan and The Blue Mountains Botanic Garden Mt Tomah.  

Raoul De Ferranti (Former Director) and Juvie Ormande 
(Secretary and Life Member) met us at the garden and they    
explained the wide range of opportunities for members to get 
involved through volunteering. As we chatted, volunteers all 
around us were busy with the Growing Friends Plant Sales, the art exhibition ‘Artisan in the Garden’, the tea and 
coffee stall and the raffle with garden sculptures, donated by artists, as prizes. 
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The Growing Friends Plant Sales group raises a wide range of native and exotic plants for sale and is very popular 
with locals and out of area visitors. Three art exhibitions are held each year with the Foundation & Friends         
receiving a commission on works sold.  Apart from the exhibitions they offer art master classes, a variety of     
workshops such as plant propagation, tours, and their very popular New Year Eve event by Sydney harbour. 

Foundation & Friends have the Helping Hands program where members assist horticulture staff with weeding, 
mulching, composting and planting and learn how to maintain a garden. This program is available for all the three 

garden sites. 

 

 

 

The Australian Mount Annan Botanic Garden 
is the largest botanical garden in Australia, 
specialising in native plants, with a collection 
of over 4000 species. Officially opened in 1988 
it occupies approximately 407 hectares in 
south-west Sydney.  Julz Strykowski, the     
Coordinator of Volunteers, was our guide at 

the garden. The Mount Annan volunteer program is coordinated through the Royal Botanic Garden Sydney.     
Volunteers provide tours and they are also involved with the Australian Plant Bank facility and the National       
Herbarium of New South Wales.  The latter was previously located at the Royal Botanic Garden Sydney for 170 
years, but a brand new state of the art facility has been built at Mount Annan. The relocation of the herbarium was 
only completed in 2022 (Editor – worth checking out – the building comprises 6 vaults, specially designed to     
protect the collection from insects, mould, bushfires and other extreme weather conditions.) 

After our conversation with Julz we had a walk through some of the garden and were impressed with how well the 
plants and trees had progressed since we last visited. Warmth and high rainfall give Australian native plants ideal 
growing conditions!’ 

 

Jeannie Imrie 

Photographs: Michael Wilkes 

Pond Renovation at Treborth Botanic Garden 

 

Treborth Botanic Garden has about a hectare of formal beds and borders, but there is a much greater area of    
habitat managed primarily for biodiversity and wildlife:  semi natural grassland, woodland and ponds. The two 
ponds have been undergoing major renovations recently, to improve them structurally, but also to remove        
unwanted alien species.  

 

The smaller pond was created about twenty years ago.         
Although it has hosted a range of native plants, including    
bogbean and water-soldier, it also has featured alien and     
horticultural plants including pickerel weed with its blue      
summer flowers, and horticultural water lilies. In early spring the 
sound of mating toads can be heard across the garden! How  
ever recent years has seen an infestation of New Zealand  
stonecrop. This is sold to aquarists as an oxygenating plant for 
aquaria but when it is released into the wild it outcompetes 
most other macrophytes and eventually forms an almost      
impenetrable blanket.  Even tiny pieces of stem can grow into 
full sized plants. We are not sure how it arrived in the pond – 
possibly people have put it there, or it might have been     
transferred by larger water birds, or even in the coats of dogs, 
who unfortunately have been allowed to splash into the pond. The only way to      
eradicate the stonecrop was to remove almost all the plants, carefully wash the stems 
and quarantine them for some months. The butyl liner was also in need of attention, having been damaged by 
people throwing the slate slabs, which surround the pond and anchor the liner, into the pond. The liner was       
repaired and the plants re-introduced. A wide herbaceous border being established in front of the pond and the 
slate border removed entirely.  The wet area below the pond will be allowed to develop into a zone for wet-loving 
plants with a path set further back.  There will still be views of the pond, but it will be less directly accessible by  
visitors and dogs. 

Clearing large pond 
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The wide herbaceous border being established in front of the pond and the slate border removed entirely.  The 
wet area below the pond will be allowed to develop into a zone for wet-loving plants with a path set further 
back.  There will still be views of the pond, but it will be less directly accessible by visitors and dogs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The larger pond was constructed in 2009 to 2010 with grant aid from the Countryside Council for Wales. It was 
designed by members of the Friends and all the labour provided by Friends and students. It has a raised bank 
at the eastern end in which two dipping ponds sit, and is bounded on most sides by a wooden wall made of 
substantial wooden posts embedded upright into the ground.  These retain the earth bank and the liner for the 
pond.  

As with many artificial ponds, despite great care being taken to source nutrient poor soil, high nutrient levels 
have encouraged an explosion of plant growth over the years to such an extent that by the summer of 2021, it 
was difficult to see any evidence of a water surface – all that was visible were sedges, rushes and reeds giving 
more of an appearance of a marsh rather than a pond.  By this time, the supporting logs that maintained much 
of the boundary were rotting and falling away.  Since the formation of the pond the earth bank had become 
infested with great horsetail and, as with the other pond, New Zealand stonecrop. Even without two invasive 
alien plants, it was abundantly clear that extensive work would be required to restore the new pond to a water 
body that would support a wide range of aquatic life, and especially 
spawning amphibians and healthy populations of dragonflies and   
damselflies.   

Work started very early in January 2022, well in advance of the frog and 
toad spawning season.  Several work parties with Friends volunteers, 
students, Treborth staff and University staff were held to clear         
vegetation, although many of the emergent plants had very substantial 
and tough roots, not all of which could be removed.  The plants that 
were removed were stacked on the bank alongside the pond for two 
weeks to allow as many mobile animals as possible to return to the 
water; then the vegetation was taken away to avoid re-infestation  by 
the alien species.  

In January 2023, contractors began to dismantle the rotting border 
logs, and replace these with a substantial stone wall. The existing earth 
mound which supports the dipping ponds will be dug out carefully to 
ensure that all roots of horsetail are removed.  Reinstatement will start 
with an underlying membrane and then with clean, nutrient-poor soil 
built up to the original profile and two new dipping ponds created with 
butyl liners. There will be requirement for periodic maintenance each 
year designed to be of minimal impact on biodiversity but ensuring 
that we retain important examples of freshwater pond habitat at      
Treborth Botanic Garden. 

 

Andrew Dixon and Sarah Edgar 

Photographs: Natalie Chivers,Curator 

  

Small pond after renovation 

Friends and Students making 

new bed 
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